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What is Biodosimetry?

Biodosimetry is the use of any biological 

change in an irradiated person that can be 

sufficiently quantified to indicate their 

radiation dose
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What are our options?

For high doses:

>2 Gy

Prodromal nausea and vomiting

Differential white blood cell counts

Localised > 3 Gy

Erythema

Conjunctivitis
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Changes in neutrophil numbers after 

irradiation
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Other possible endpoints

• Altered levels of biochemicals in body fluids

• Gene mutations

• Genes up- or down-regulated

• Increased numbers of DNA double strand 

breaks
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Our best options

Cytogenetic indicators:

• Dicentrics

• Translocations

• Micronuclei

• Aberrations in prematurely condensed 

chromosomes
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Why do we need biodosimetry ? 

Doctors treat symptoms, not doses

• Biodosimetry can detect false positives and 

false negatives

• Biodosimetry can forewarn to expect later 

clinical developments

• Biodosimetry can indicate partial body or 

inhomogeneous exposure
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Why do we need biodosimetry? 

• Dose information can inform doctors in the 

dose range where medical intervention is 

needed

• Doses  <1 Gy will need no treatment, only 

counselling

• False alarms, i.e., no dose, need 

reassurance

• Large events result in epidemiology follow-

up
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Why do we need biodosimetry? 

• Physical dosemeter badges do not 

necessarily reflect the wearer’s dose

• People, sometimes members of the public, 

who are not routinely monitored can be 

involved in radiation events
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Overall place of biodosimetry in 

radiation dose monitoring

• It supplements, but does not replace, 

physical monitoring

• It works for overdoses, it does not have the 

sensitivity of a badge

• It resolves anomalies

• It helps quantify dose in the absence of 

reliable physics

• It relieves anxiety
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Brief early history of cytogenetic 

dosimetry

• Early in the 20th century it was known that 

radiation damages chromosomes

• 1960 breakthrough; method to visualize   

human chromosomes in white blood cells

• Calibrations of dose response curve at Oak 

Ridge, USA

• Biodosimetry performed on mid-1960s 

criticality accidents in USA
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Dose estimation is made using a calibration curve and any

laboratory intending to carry out biological dosimetry should

establish its own dose-response data

Radiation induces 

Chromosome Damage

The yield of chromosome 
damage depends on dose, 

dose rate and radiation type
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The dicentric assay

• The first type of aberration to be used

• Most frequently still used

• Therefore a large body of experience

• Now a routine procedure

• Has been described as the biodosimetry 

‘gold standard’
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A dicentric in a metaphase 

chromosome spread
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What is the ‘dose’ that we are measuring?

• Absorbed dose

• Unit is gray (Gy)

• We relate the chromosome aberration yield 

to dose by reference to a dose response 

calibration curve in Gy

• We are measuring dose to lymphocytes

• We do NOT operate in sieverts (Sv)
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Lymphocytes

• Lymphocytes are the most sensitive cells in circulating 
blood and one of the most sensitive cells in the organism to 
ionizing radiation.

• As a consequence, lymphocytes serve as ideal biological 
dosimeters because they: 
• are very sensitive to radiation;

• are readily available in routine blood samples;

• circulate throughout the body;

• are easily cultured and induced to divide in vitro;

• respond consistently to ionizing radiation exposure by expressing 
chromosomal DNA damage in a dose-dependent manner. 
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What are the lymphocytes that we use
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What aberrations do we analyse

• Dicentrics (and rings)

• Micronuclei in binucleate cells

• Translocations 

• Fragments and rings in prematurely 

condensed chromosomes
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Courtesy and permission of Dr. Gordon 
Livingston,
Oak Ridge Institute of Science
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The dicentric

A dicentric and its fragment

F

D
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• Most experience –

the ‘gold standard’

• Ideal for use soon 

after the accident

• Needs 48h 

cultures 

• Needs skill in 

analysis
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The centric ring

R
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• Seen in the dicentric 

preparations

• Induced too rarely to 

be used alone as a 

biodosemeter

• Can be combined 

with the dicentrics 

during analysis
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The micronucleus

Binucleate cells with zero, one and two micronuclei
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• Needs 72h cultures

• Less skill required in analysis

• Faster analysis than dicentric

• Not so accurate at low doses as dicentric 
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The translocation

A reciprocal translocation
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• Better for older 

exposures 

• Better for delayed 

discovery high doses

• Needs 48h cultures 

• More expensive than 

dicentric

• Slide processing more 

complicated

• Needs skill in analysis
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Blood sampling for biodosimetry (1)

Basics:

• A 10ml blood sample

• In lithium heparin anticoagulant
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Blood sampling for biodosimetry (2)

Timing:

• 24 hours after the exposure is best

• If later, as soon as possible

• Before any confounding treatments such as 

transfusion
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Dose estimation is made using a calibration curve and any

laboratory intending to carry out biological dosimetry should

establish its own dose-response data

Radiation induces 

Chromosome Damage

The yield of chromosome 
damage depends on dose, 

dose rate and radiation type
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Dose response curves

• Background control

• What doses to use ?

• How many data points ?

• How many cells to score ?

• How many donors to use?

Each lab should produce its own 

calibration curves; do not use other’s
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How to produce dose-effect calibration 

curve

Lymphocytes should be irradiated in vitro to 

approximate as closely as possible the in vivo situation

• Freshly taken blood specimens in lithium heparin tubes 

should be used and irradiated as whole blood at 37°C

• After irradiation they should be held for a further 2 h at 

37oC

For low LET radiation, 10 or more doses should be used in the 

range 0 - 5.0 Gy. However, if the laboratory is capable of 

obtaining data at doses below 0.25 Gy, this is very desirable

For high LET radiation a maximum dose of 2.0 Gy is suggested
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• The preparation of a dose–response curve must be 

supported by reliable and accurate physical dosimetry

• The irradiation should be uniform 

• There must be sufficient material surrounding the 

blood to provide charged particle equilibrium

Physics considerations
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Number of cells to be analyzed

• At higher doses, scoring should aim to detect 

100 dicentrics at each dose

• At lower doses it is difficult to achieve 100 

dicentrics, and instead several thousand cells  

per point should be scored; a number between  

3000 and 5000 is suggested

• In all cases, the actual number of cells scored  

should be dependent on the number of dose  

points in the low dose region, with the focus on 

minimizing the error on the fitted curve
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For low LET radiation there is very strong 

evidence that the yields of chromosome 

aberrations or micronuclei (Y) are related to dose 

(D) by the linear quadratic equation

Y = C +  D +  D2

For high LET radiation, the α-term becomes large 

and eventually the β-term becomes biologically 

less relevant and also statistically ‘masked‘ and 

the dose response is approximated by the linear 

equation
Y = C +  D

Linear quadratic function
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Y = C+ αD + βD2

Linear term αD corresponds to one-track action, and quadratic term βD2

corresponds to two-track action. C is background frequency of dicentrics

αD : dicentric formed by one track βD: dicentric formed by two tracks

Dicentric, and other aberrations, formation, is believed to start with radiation 

induction of DNA double-strand breaks (DSB). A key assumption is that any DSB is 

made by traversal of one track but that track can continue on and produce  second 

track elsewhere
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• Ratio α/β delineates dose at which two terms 

contribute equally to number of dicentrics formed

• For low-LET radiation at moderate or high doses, 

where there are many tracks per cell nucleus, but 

each track has only small probability of making one 

DSB and very small probability of making more 

than one DSB, quadratic term, βD2, dominates 

linear term 

Implications of linear quadratic model (1)
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• For high-LET radiation at low doses, where 

typically there are very few radiation tracks per cell 

nucleus, each track typically makes a number of 

DSBs, linear term, αD, dominates

• At sufficiently low doses of any type of radiation, 

when the average number of events per cell is less 

than one, the function αD + βD2 is reduced to αD

•Close to the origin the slope is linear

Implications of linear quadratic model (2)
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Final goal in biological dosimetry is to convert an observed frequency of 

chromosomal aberrations, like dicentrics, into a  dose
34

Dose assessment

Y = C +   D +  D2
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Conclusions

This lecture has introduced:

• Meaning of biodosimetry

• Various types of aberrations that are used for 

biodosimetry

• Correct blood samples needed for biodosimetry

• Produce dose-effect calibration curve

• Dose assessment of biodosimetry
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